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ABSTRACT
Landings by experienced airline pilots transitlonlng to the DC-IO, per-
formed in flight and on a simulator, were analyzed and compared using a pilot-
In-the-loop model of the landing maneuver. By solving for the effective
feedback gains and pilot compensation which described landing technique, it was
possible to discern fundamental differences in pilot behavior between the ac-
tual aircraft and the simulator. T_ese differences were then used to infer
slmulator fidelity in terms of specific deficiencies and to quantify the ef-
fectiveness of training on the simulator as compared to training in flight.
N_ile training on the simulator, pilots exhibited larger effective lag In
commanding the flare. The inability to compensate adequately for this lag was
associated with hard or inconsistent landings. To some degree this deficiency
was carried Into flight, thus resulting in a slightly different and inferior
landing technique than exhibited by pilots trained exclusively on the actual
aircraft.
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OF POOR QUALITY
AN ANALYSIS OF AIRLINE LANDING FLARE DATA
BASED OM FLIGHT AND TRAINING SINgI_TORICJ_IJREMENTS*
Robert K. Heffley, Ted M. Schulman, Robert J. P_ndle, Jr.**
and Warren F. Clement
Systems Technology, Inc.
SgI@4ARY
An analysis of pllot behavior, taken both from an airline training simula-
tor and an actual DC-IO, is presented for the landing maneuver. An emphasis is
placed on developing a mathematical model in order to identify useful metrics,
quantify piloting technique, and define training effectiveness and simulator
fidelity. On the basis of DC-10 flight measurements recorded for 32 pilots H
13 flight-tralned and the remainder slmulator-trained--a revised model of the
landing flare is hypothesized which accounts for reduction of sink rate and
preference for touchdown point along the runway. The flare maneuver and touch-
down point adjustment can be described by a pitch-attitude-command pilot
guidance law consisting of lead-compensated height feedback. The pilot gain
and compensation, which are identified directly from the flight and simulator
data, show that the flare is being executed differently in each of the two
media. In flight most of the subject pilots exhibit a near-optlmun effective
lead-lag combination which is essential for well controlled sink rate reduction
over a wlde-range of response bandwidths. In the simulator, however, the com-
pensation appears to be compromised by excessive lag which leads to
substantially inferior landing performance. This inferior simulator technique
appears to have an unfortunate carry-over into at least the first few actual
landings performed by those pilots trained solely on the simulator. The in-
appropriate piloting technique observed in the simulator Implles a simulator
fidelity and validity problem, and several specific possibilities are dis-
cussed.
I_n'ROMCTION
Study Objectives
The purpose of this study was to focus on the landing maneuver as it is
performed both in flight and in an airline training simulator in order to:
*Performed unde ':ASA Contract NAS2-10817.
**NASA, /u_es Resea_ _ Center.
................ _,qI_lw_w_,_ ¸_..... _ .__.,__
OF POOR QUALITY.
l. Measure absolute differences between pilot-vehicle
behavior exhibited on the simulator versus that exhibited
in flight,
2. Develop h landing maneuver performance metric,
3. Define how to use such a metric in both simulator and
flight.
Objectives of the Data Jmalysis
The data base used In this analysis was collected during a NASA field eval-
uation of the sole use of simulator training in transltionlng airline pilots to
a new aircraft type (Ref. l). The unique aspect of the data acquired is that
they involve both actual flight and simulator measurements for a reasonably
large number of pilots. Furthermore specific attention was devoted to making
the flight and simulator data directly comparable in terms of pilots, aircraft,
and environmental conditions.
The procedure used in analyzing the available data was based on manual
control theory (Ref. 2) which treats human psychomotor and cognitive behavior
as rational, well-tailored actions dependent upon the task, vehicle dynamics,
and environment. These actions can be essentially closed loop and compensatory
in nature or progressively more open loop and precognitive depending upon the
pilot's level of skill or workload demands. The technical approach is de-
scribed in more detail below.
The issue of simulator fidelity has been stated in terms of manual control
theory In Ref. 3 and is highly relevant to the analysis. In fact, perceptual
fidelity is addressed in terms of "essential cueing" as discussed in Ref. 4.
As will be seen, there is evidence that the training simulator involved in this
study is somehow deficient in inducing the pilot behavior observed In flight.
Flight training is another topic considered in this report since that was a
prime objective of the program which produced the data base. If training is
viewed as the development of essential loop structure which describes psycho-
motor and cognitive behavior of the task-pilot-vehlcle system (Refs. 3 and 5),
then the analysis results presented should serve to quantify some aspects of
the transition training imparted to the pilots. Furthermore, as a result of
quantIfying pilot-vehlcle loop structure, a means of viewing the transfer of
training from simulator to ftlght should ensue. This means may be a useful
training tool in itself.
8acksroundof the l_ta _qulsltlon Effort
The use of flight simulators as substitutes for aircraft in airline pilot
Ira ntng has increased dramatically during the current era of the Jet trans-
port. A series of changes and exemptions to the Federal Air Regulations (FARs)
to allow the increased use of simulators in training has culminated in the
current regulation for advanced simulation (FAR 121, Appendix H), which defines
the requirements for total simulation training and checking. _is regulation
defines three phases of simulator upgrade, each allowing progressively more
critical types of training to be accomplished in the simulator, so that in the
final phase, all pilot training and checking may be done in the simulator.
The simulator upgrade requirements include hardware improvements to in-
crease the fldellty of the motion and visual systems and software improvements
to provide more realistic representation of aerodynamics and ground handling.
Also required, although less well defined, are changes in the simulator train-
Ing programs or in the ways simulators are used, including requirements for
Ilne-orlented flight training (simulation of complete missions and mission
segments) and increased training requirements for simulator instructors and
check airmen. These latter requirements reflect recognition of the goal of
_mplementlng the regulation: There nrost be complete confidence in the ability
of irstructors and check airmen to predict _ pilot's performance in the air-
plane from his performance in the simulator.
In spite of the previously demonstrated value of the simulator in tralnlng,
complete confidence tn simulator training, in the absence of an airplane check,
may require that increased attention be given to the validity and reliability
of p/lot prnftclency assessment during training and checking. Proficiency
assessment will have to be made more objective and standardized to increase its
validity and rellabilltv. Any significant contribution that can be made in
this area should increase confidence in simulator training and checking.
In anticipation of the advanced simulation regulation, the United Airlines
Training Center and the Man-Vehlcle Systems Research Division of NASA's Ames
Research Center, encouraged by the Air Transport Association's Simulator
Training Task Force, conducted the study of total simulator training first
reported in Ref. I. The study was limited to transition training (pilots mov-
ing to a new aircraft) of captains and first officers. Under the regulation
for advanced simulation, transition training is permitted only after simulator
upgrade according to Phase II of the regulation, although the study was con-
ducted on simulators that would qualify only for Phase I. Therefore the test
of the simulators for training was more s_vere than would be allowed under the
regulation. However, to insure safety in the study and on the llne after the
study, an airplane check and (if needed) airplane training were provided after
the exclusively simulator training.
The purpose of the study (of _f. I) was to evaluate a transition training
program that replaced the airplane with a state-of-the-art flight simulator.
The evaluation procedure Involved _nalysis of various objective measures and
subjective ratings of pilot performance as a step toward objectifying and stan-
dardizing assessment techniques. The method of evaluation was to compare the
performance in a standard check ride (FAR 121, Appendix F) of pilots trained
excluslvely in the slmulator with the performance of pilots trained partially
in the airplane in accordance with FAR 121, Appendix E. Performance measures
used in the evaluation and reported in Ref. I were: (a) check-pilot pass-fail
ratings; (b) check-pilot ratings of specific check-ride segments; (c) a NASA-
employed observer's rating of specific maneuvers; (d) trainee ratings of their
own performance and of the training they received; and (f) automatically mea-
sured system variables. The statistical analysls of these data was designed t_
<a) compare the performance of the simulator-trained with that of the airplane-
trained pilots; (b) identify any anomalies peculiar to the performance of the
simulator-tralned pilots; and (c) explore the possibillty of developing a pre--
dlctlve equation of pilot performance that in the future might be used _o
support training and checking.
The analysis study reported herein is, in effect, an extension to the orig-
inal study for the purpose of considering additional metrics and ways of
examining the data.
Technical bpproach
As stated earlier, the technical approach applied to this analysis effort
is based on a manual control theory of human psychomotor and cognitive be-
havior. The specific area studied is the landing maneuver in the vertical
plane; lateral-directlonal aspects are not considered. Furthermore the focus
is on the "outer loop" aspects of the landlng, i.e., control of flight path and
position. The "Inner loop" regulation of pitch attitude is recognized but is
already reasonably well understood and can be partitioned from the outer
loops. In effect pitch attitude is routlnely viewed as the "control" rather
than elevator or control column deflection, per se. This greatly slmpllfles
the vehicle dynamics and helps to focus on only those airframe parameters which
are directly involved in the landing. Nevertheless carrying along a complete
detailed description of the pilot and aircraft is not precluded if that were
necessary.
The specific steps in the technical approach are reflected in the report
organization and include:
e A preliminary examination of the experimental results and
data obtained
$ Development of a mathematical model of the landing man-
euver and theoretically derived metrics
Analysis of the flight and simulator data in mathematical
model terms and discussion of findings.
The first of these steps involved a cursory inspection of the landing data in
order to gain an appreciation of the information available and how the data
could be improved cr augmented by smoothing or estimation procedures. In ad-
dition the flight data were carefully reviewed in order to revise old modeling
notions or to formulate new ones.
Next the development and statement of a mathematical model was considered
after a review and discussion of earlier modeling attempts. As will be seen,
the flight data provided new insights into the nature of the landing maneuver,
but the nec result was a reduction in complexity--not an increase. A presenta-
tion of model features in Appendix B leads to the choice of an equivalent
pilot-vehicle system model having a limited number of degrees of freedom com-
mensurate with the paucity of flight data. The discussion of the selected
pilot-vehlcle system model appears in the text under the topic "Flare Model"
and leads natu:_lly into consideration of performance metrics which character-
lze both the landing maneuver and the pilot-vehlcle system. The aim was to
point out or clarify relationships among the many metrics cited rather than to
promote a favored metric.
The presentation of analysis results is made primarily in terms of the
closed-loop response parameters identified from landing phase plane portraits
6f sink rate plotted against altitude. The numerical results provide, in terms
of the metrics established, a basic definition of the nominal piloting tech-
nique, the effects of flight versus simulator training, and the ef_ectlve
simulator fidelity in these circumstances.
The key ideas behind the approach taken here were (a) to recognize the net,
overall behavior of the closed-loop pilot-vehlcle system, (b) to factor out the
known essential physical behavior of the aircraft, and (c) to infer from what
is left the likely actions of the human pilot. The guides _or this process
consist of all available descriptive material concerning the task, aircraft,
environment, and pilot.
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_I_OD OF ANALYSIS
Description of Experlmentsl Design and Data Obtained
hcllltles. The study from whence the data base was obtained was acco_-
pllshed at United Airlines Flight Training ¢_nter in Denver, Colorado. To
enhance the generallty of the results, two types of airplanes were included in
that study: the Boeing 727 and the McDonnell-Douglas DC-10; but only the DC-10
results are considered in this analysis. (Reference I includes results for
both aircraft types.)
The aircraft involved in the collection of data were unmodified McDonnell-
Douglas DC-10-10 wide-body Jet transports. Gross weight at landln_ ranged from
27_,000 to 340,000 lb. (_ nominal value of 300,000 Ib was assumed for analysis
purposes.) Normal landing procedures are described in both the manufacturer's
and airline's flight manuals (Refs. 6 and 7), the latter is more explicit in
terms of nominal attitude excursions and height of flare initiation.
Flight training and check rides were conducted primarily at Denver's
Stapleton Internatlonal Airport. The normal approach was made on the instru-
ment landing system (ILS) for Runway 34R; however, visual meteorological
conditions prevailed. Due to aircraft availability, most if not all of the
flights were made at night.
The United Airlines DC-IO simulator (No. 605) was used for pilots transi-
tioning to the DC-10. The simulator was a Redtfon DC-10 system elth a moving
base and outside visual scene. Relatively large amplltude vertical motion was
provided by a "Synergistic" type of motion platform characterized by a pendulum
support structure. A Redifon NOVOVIEW vlsual system was used to display a
36 deg by 48 deg field-of-view computer-generated image of a nighttime runway
environment. No details were available on motion or vlsual simulator response
characteristics or , 'thematlcal model software and d_gital computer implementa-
tion. Therefore Judgment is reserved on specific sources of any of the
simulator fidelity effects which are measured in the data. The aerodynamic
model was, however, upgraded to comply wlth Phase ! of FAR 121, Appendix R.
This included modification of the ground effects model. This simulator thus
received approval by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) for simulator
training of the landing maneuver. Except for the special provision that the
study trainees receive all of their simulator training on an approved upgraded
simulator, all of the training center facilities used in normal training were
used in the study.
Trainees. Captains and first officers arriving at the training center for
transition training to the DC-10 were selected on a random basis to be part of
the study or to receive normal transition training and checking according to
FARs 61 and 121 (including Appendices E and F). Those trainees selected for
the study were randomly assigned to either the exclusive-simulator-tralnlng
(experimental) group or to the normal training (control) group. Occasionally
simulator availability modified the random assignment of trainees to the
study. This _odification to the study procedure was necessary to minimize
disruption of the regular flow of trainees of all types through the training
center. Also, for a variety of reasons including simulator and airplane avail-
ability, some pilots originally assigned to the study had to be dropped later,
tn which case they became normal transition trainees. These will be discussed
in more detail later in the report. A total of 87 pilot trainees, transttion-
ing to the DC-IO, completed the study, 3_ captains and 53 first officers. Data
are analyzed in this report for 32 of these trainees.
Procedure. Trainees of both the experimental and control groups received
normal ground school and simulator traint,_ in the appropriate landlng-approved
simulator without being informed of tl,e_r gr,'up status. After passing their
normal simulator check, the control-group trainees progressed, as routinely
done, receive Appendix E (FAR 121) training in the airplane. Appendix-E-type
training will he referred to as landing training since landing ts considered to
be the most critical part thereof. Trainees in the experimental group received
_heir landing training in the landing-approved simulator, The simulator land-
ing training course was developed by personnel of the training center and was
designed to duplicate as closely as possible the standard landing training
recetvc l by the control group in the aircraft.
Trainees next proceeded to the NASA check ride. For many in the experl-
mental group, the _A_A check ride was their first experience at the controis of
the DC-IO. The NASA check ride was designed to simulate the normal check ride
that would result in certification of the trainee to fly the new airplane type
in revenue flights, A United Airlines check pilot served in his normal cape-
city in checking the first officer trainees and in simulating the role of an
FAA check ride inspector on the basis of availabillty. The check ride con-
sisted of the maneuvers specified in CAR 121, _ppendix F, plus one addlttonal
normal landing in the following sequence: (a) taxi; (b) normal takeoff;
(c) VFR approach without instrument guidance; (d) normal fu11-stop landing;
(e) normal takeoff; if) hooded approach, one engine inoperative; (g) missed
approach; (h) _R approach, one engine inoperative, Instrument _ildance avail-
able; (I) engine-out landing, touch-and-go; (J) VFR approach without instrument
guidance; and (k) normal landing. The second normal _R landing was added to
provide additional data°
Upon completion of the final maneuver, the check pilot had the option of
requiring or offering additional practice In the airplane before completion of
the flight. Thi_ option was almost invariahlv exercised regardless of the
tratnee's performance on the check-rlde maneuvers. In order to malntain his
responslbilttv as safety pilot, the check pilot did not interrupt his monitor-
inR of the flight to record his ratings of the trainees' Ferformance until
.liter the addItiona_1 practice; however, it was understood that his rattnRs were
to he based onlv on the check-ride maneuvers.
To _sard against bias in their ratings, the check pilots were not told
prior to their ratings whether the trainee had received the landing training in
the airplane or the simulator; th_t is, they were not told to which group the
trainee belonged.
Throughout the check flight the _IASA observer sat in the Jump sea_ directlv
behind the captain's seat. The observer was one of two retired United Airlines
captains who worked under contract with S_nes Research C_nter. The observer's
rosponsihilitv was basicallv to supervise data collection. In addition to
_cnring his own rat[n_ sheets, he installed and actuated the automatic data
recordIn_ system on the airplane, and issued and collected the r_ting ._heets of
the check pi_.ots and trainees. The observer's ratings consisted of Instrument
recordings and evalu_tive Judgments _ade during the various maneuvers. A two-
ax{._ ._ecelerometer was _ounted on the cabin floor over the airplane's center of
RravItv. Vertical and lateral acceleration_ were recorded on an F?4 tape re-
corder startIn_ during the approach at an altitude of _O0 ft. Simultaneously,
altitude was recorded fr,_n the airplane's radio altimeter. During Phase If,
similar automatic recordingq were also taken in the simulator.
|_
i
FolJowtng the check ride, the trainee completed a questionnaire about his
flying history and made ratings of both his p@rformance in the check rlde and
of how well he thought his training prepared him for the check ride.
After the check ride, all of the collected data remained in the custody of
the NASA observer until it was mailed to Ames Research Center, mere it was
analyzed. The data packages had no identifying trainee names; trainees were
identified by numbers only.
The study was completed for the trainee when the NASA cheek ride was com-
pleted. Additional training was then given to all trainees. First officers
were then certified, and captains proceeded to the FAA check ride.
The kinds of data obtained for the landing maneuver were somewhat different
between the aircraft and the simulator, Flight data were necessarily sparse
because of instrumentation limitations and restrictions. For the simulator a
reasonably wide range of data were accessible. Data analysis and comparisons
were therefore constrained malnlv bv the flight data.
A portable NASA instrumentation package was placed aboard the various DC-IO
aircraft used for training. This package recorded:
• Vertical acceleration
• Lateral acceleration
• Radio altitude (production installation)
• Ti_e
Analog samples were recorded starttng at about 200 ft and continuing well into
the landing rollout. F_ recordings were then transferred to a NASA PDP--12
computer for the Inltlal analyses reported in Eel. I, giving smoothed data
every 50 ms.
The simulator data included most of the aircraft states and controls. They
were :
• Body axis translational accelerations
• 8odv axis translational velocities
• Vertical velocity
• Radio altitude
• Pitch attitude
II
• Lateral and vertical glide slope devlations
• _heel, yoke, and rudder positions
• Slant range to touchdown zone
• Touchdo_m flag
• Time
Samples _mre recorded every 200 ms starting at about 300 ft and continuing _11
into the landing rollout.
It should be noted that there is a lack of symmetry in the data available
for the two groups. Data were obtained for both the simulator trattitng and
cheek-ride phases for the simulator-trained pilots, but only for the check ride
in the case of the Fllght-trained pilots. Data recorded by the NASA-observer
during the check rides consisted of:
• Gross eelghts
• Computed reference airspeed
• Flap settings
Glide slope and speed deviations at specific altitudes
• Touchdown distance from touchdown zone
• Occasional landing specific rodents about wind and tur-
bulence conditions
Oata l_reparation
Nature of Data. The longitudinal aircraft states and controls desirable
for studying the landing maneuver are:
• Pitch attitude
• Pitch rate
• Altitude
• Vertical velocity
12
• Control column position
# Range from threshold
All of these variables are typically available from aircraft simulations but
are sore difficult to obtain from flight, especlally when there is no
experlment-dedlcated aircraft and recording package. In the present case all
of the above varlables, except pitch rate, were recorded iron the simulator,
and only altitude and vertical and lateral acceleratlon were recorded from
flight. Hence the flight measurements were the limiting factor in data
analysis. _teps _re taken to enhance the data by estimation and smoothing
techniques. Estimation of vertical velocity and pitch attitude for the flight
data met with mixed success as will be described.
Approach. There are a number of different ways that flight data can be
e_amined, each having its strengths and weaknesses depending upon wh_t var-
iables are to be considered. The study of piloting techniques in landing
imposes further constraints. Since the flare cakes only about one quarter of a
cycle of the predominant closed-loop flight path response mode, describing
function identification techniques are untenable. Terminal performance _ea-
sures, such as touchdown sink rate and distance from the touchdown zone,
measure the outcome of a particular maneuver. Summary statistics can show
trends in groups of landings or groups of pilots, but they do not tell why a
particular maneuver succeeded or failed or if the technique is a good one
(i.e., will continue to result in good landings in spite of different wind
conditions, turbulence levels, or deviations from reference airspeed). ._s_
needed are ways of looking at the data which show "how the pilot got there" _
well as the final result itself. Two such ways of displaying this informal
are (a) the time history and (b) the phase plane portraits or state variaol_
crossplots. Time histories, which are commonly used, are simply graphs of the
variables of interest versus time. State variable crossplots describe two
variables of interest against each other, with tlme becoming an ispliclt param-
eter on the curves. (These curves are referred to as "trajectories," as
following the curve in the direction of increasing time shows the path through
the state space.) Phase planes can have advantages over time hi_tories when
comparing repeated performance of a maneuver since they present the information
in a more concise form. For example Ref. 8 suggests one way of modeling the
landing. It hypothesizes a proportional control law for pitch attitude which
depends on height above the ground, extending from flare height to touchdown.
Looking for this behavior directly in time histories is difficult; because
flare height, pitch attitude, and sink rate vary. significantly from landing to
landtn_, screening any inter-relationship between states, On the other hand, a
number of crossplots of pitch attitude versus height would reveal the above-
mentioned hypothesis directly or perhaps suggest other relationships.
Phase plane portraits are special cases of state variable crossplots.
These are crossplots of a variable and its derivstlve, such as altitude versus
vertical velocity. As one varlable is the derivative of the other, important
features of the dynamic response are visible, for example, a landing maneuver
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in which no ballooning t:kes place will produce a trajectory entirely in the
right lower quadrant as this ccrresponds to a positive altitude and negative
vertlcal velocity.
The first step in the data reduction was to use the existing flight data to
estimate those additional states desired. A constraint in the choice of
methods was that the task was to study landing techniq,_es, not techniques in
state varlable estimation. Without doubt it would be possible, using more
sophisticated filtering and estimation techniques, co reconstruct desired
states using the altitude and acceleration data. This was not performed, how-
ever, due to constraints of time and computer resources. Simpler methods were
used with good results, at least In estimating vertical velocity. Pitch atti-
tude estimates were not adequate; but, as will be seen in the following
sections, the lack of good pitch attitude information did not detract from the
analysis. The following is a discussion of the estimation techniques used and
how they were validated.
The estimation of sink rate is easier than the estimation of pitch attitude
as there is no need to consider the aircraft's dynamics. Complementary filter-
ing was used to take advantage of all of the data available. The altitude data
is appropriate for low-frequency estimation of sink rate, while vertical accel-
eration is appropriate for high frequencies. Complementary filtering allows
the data to be combined in a way that takes advsntage of these relative
strengths. The continuous form of the filter is:
$ ÷a
"washed out" "lagged"
altitude accelerat ion
where
and
s is the Laplace operator
h is the measured altitude
is the measured vertical acceleration
h is the estimated sink rate
a is the characteristic frequency of the Filter
In the continuous case, with no noise, the identities sh = h and h = sh can be
substituted into Eq. [, Riving the identity h = h. For a more complete discus-
sion of complementary filtering, see Ref. q.
_4
a8:
The complementary filter was implemented in finite difference equation form
A
• C =°h n = e -aT " + a h - a h + (I - e "aTn-I n n-I a _ hn (2)
The characteristic frequency, a, of the Filter was determined emplrlcally
to accommodate the sam01e period as well as the noise content of the measured
altitude and vertical acceleration. _Igure I shows four different values for
a: 5, 2, I, and 0.6 rad/sec. The value of I rad/sec was chosen for use.
Larger values produced too noisy an estimate, and smaller values began to in-
troduce a noticeable lag and further attenuated the noise level only slightly.
One improvement to the estimation algorithm was _ade. For the plots shown
In Fig. l, the portion of the filter that operates on altitude was initlalized
with a zero sink rate. This causes the estimate initially to have a large
variance. Thls problem was eliminated by using the average of the derivative
of the altitude over the first ten points as the initial value. Computation
was also halted at the previously computed touchdown point. The result of
these changes is shown in Fig. 2• This method was validated using the simula-
tor data. Estimates were made of the sink rate and the results compared
favorably wlch the recorded values.
All of the plots in this report are !abeled with the word "PILOT," followed
by a letter and t_o numbers. The letter indicates whether the data is from
flight (F) or simulation (S_. The first number (in the four hundreds for this
report) is the pilot identiflca:ion number. Interpretation of the second num-
ber depends Upon whether _he _ata are from flight or simulation. If the data
are from flight, the number indicates the check ride landing number ([, 2, or
3). If the data is from simulation, the last two digits of the number indicate
the experimental run number on the magnetic tape and the first one or two
digits indicate the tape number. For example:
PILOT F_04/2
indicates that the data were taken in flight, the pilot identification number
is &04, and the landing was the second in the sequence of three•
PILOT $432/1308
indicates that the data were taken on the simulator, the pilot identification
number is 632, and the landing was the eighth experimental run on .Hagnetic
Tape 13.
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Fitch attitude can be estimated from the two available aircraft states
(altitude and vertical acceleration); but, unlike sink ratep the estimation
involves the dynamics of the aircraft. The most direct dynamic relationship is
the aircraft's slnh rate response to pitch attitude. The llnearlzed approxi-
mate factor relationship wa- used as it is a valid approximation in terms of
relative time scales of the landing maneuver and the aircraft dynamics. The
differential equation is:
T02h + h - U 0 (3)
where U is the airspeed of the al.rcraft
TO2 is the flight path time constant
A number of methods of implementing Eq. 3 were tried. These included direct
_ubscituclon of the measured vertlcal acceleratlon and estimated sink rate, as
well as a scheme for differentiating the estimated sink rate to estimate ver-
tical acceleration.
The problem with the first method was that both the measured vertical ac-
celeration and estimated sink rate have high nolse-to-slgnal levels, with the
worst being the vertical acceleration. ;u Eq. 3, T O can be viewed as a
weighting coefflclent in the computation of pitch attitude. For the DC-IO,
T@ is approximately 1.8 sec. Thus it can be seen that the measured vertical
2
acceleration is being weighted 1.8 times more heavily than the estimated sink
rate. This produced a very unsatisfactory nolse-Co-slgnal ratio in the earl-
mated pitch attitude. A possible solution to this problem might be to perform
a running polynomial fit to the measured vertical acceleration and the esti-
mated sink rate_ or employ some ocher smoothing scheme before estimating pitch
attitude. These were postponed aud the second method was tried.
The second method of attitude estimation was to dlf_erentiate the estimated
sink rate and to filter it to eliminate the noise. .although this method seemed
a good candidate due to an apparent frequency separation between the signal and
noise (the noise taken as the high frequency oscillations about what can be
imagined as a smooth curve in Fig. 2), the resulting slgnal-to-noise ratio in
the estimated pitch attitude was unacceptable. This appears _o be a problem
implicit in this method; and, in spite of the filtering performed at each step,
the more heavily weighted term is the est!mated second derivative of measured
altitude.
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Neither of the attitude estimation schemes proved to be adequate thus were
dropped for thls study. It Is recommended that, in the future, pitch attitude
be measured directly along with altitude and acceleration.
Preliminary Dsta Analysis
This section presents the results of the preliminary analysis performed on
the data described in the previous subsections. The purpose of this analysis
was to look at the data in some detail so that some initial conclusions could
be reached about the pilots" control of the aircraft during the landing man-
euver in the aircraft and the simulator. The insight gained here was used as a
basis for the detailed modeling described in the next section.
_me Ristorles. Time history presentations of the landing data can provide
certain clues about pilot actions and piloting technique. Consider the exam-
ples shown in Fig. 3 for Pilot 432. Figures 3a and 3b were simulator landings
and 3c was a check ride landing in the actual aircraft. Figure 3a shows a
routine approach with attitude and sink rate maintained down to a nominal flare
height of about 40 ft. At that point the column (_c) was pulsed rearward at a
fairly high frequency (about 7 rad/sec) in order to flare, and a reasonable
touchdown sink rate obtained. In the next landing (Fig. 3b) a gentler and more
co_ststent control column action was demonstrated with the flare starting some-
what higher. The approximate frequency of oscillation was about 2.4 rad/sec as
determined by the period over several cycles for both the derivative of the z-
axis velocity component, W, (i.e., proportional to angle of attack rate) and
the control column. For an actual landing (Fig. 3c), the same pilot performed
a comparable landing in terms of sink rate reduction, but the apparent inner-
loop [requency of oscillation (which must be inferred from vertical accelera-
tion, h) was lower still, i.e., about 1.3 rad/sec.
In order to gain more insight into the flare maneuver, per se, (i.e., the
fllght-path trajectory), it was found useful to consider phase plane represen-
tations in addition to time histories.
Phase Plane Plots. Figure 4 shows the phase plane plots that correspond to
two of the sets of time histories shown in Fig. 3. Figure 4a is Pilot 432"s
first simulator landing and 4b, the same pilot's second check ride landing.
For the simulator case, a plot of pitch attitude versus height is shown along
with the vertical velocity-versus-height phase plane. Both the simulator land-
ing and the flight landing show a phase plane trajectory which spirals inward
toward the origin. This final closure with the ground is reminiscent of
second-order system dynamics according to such general control theory texts as
Refs. lO and II.
One benefit of phase plane information is that effective response param-
eters can be fairly easi1_ extracted. _ome examples are shown in Fig. 5. For
a second-order system, the amo_mt of damptn_ is indicated bv the tightness of
the spiral. Zero dampinR yields a continuous circular trajectory never coming
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to rest (i.e., never arrtvlng at the origin). IncreaslnR amounts of damping
force the response to settle in fewer and fewer cycles. In the case of a
terminal maneuver such as a landing, the settling of velocity must be accol-
plished in a fraction (less than I/4) of a cycle.
The natural frequency of a system is reflected by the approximate propor-
tion of ellipticity of the phase plane, i.e., the relative extremes In velocity
and displacement. For highly damped systems, frequency Is related to how
steeply the trajectory approaches the origin.
Another feature of phase planes is that they indicate the nature of the
response tn terms of system order, nonlinearities, and mode switching. This Is
an important attribute for dealing with an il1- or vaguely-defined system such
as the pilot-vehicle combination.
The _llrborne mea,qurement of vertical accelerat'ion _as with reference to the
aircraft center of gravity. Attitude was recorded with respect to the radio
altimeter antenna, I0 ft ahead of the e.g. t{owever it was not considered
necessary to dt f ferent late among he [ght at the pt lot, _t the oR. or at the
radio altimeter ,intennn. Assuming a net pitch ch_,nge of _ deg there would he
less than a _ ft disparity which is about equal t," the uncertainty hand In the
flight data (_.g., _'tg. 4_. _re precise data might deserve ,.loser scruttnv of
this |ssue t however.
Flare Nodei
The obJecttw, tt thl_ point is to lay the ft_undsttons for the analysis of
the flight and si,_uI,tt,_r landing datl obtained In this experlt_ent. Speclfi-
callv a hvpothesl._ for the manual landing m,lneuver Is described which relates
the combined ,dl,_t-vehicle response measurements, in flight and in the simu-
lator, t,_ the deliberate actions of the pilot. The scope is intended to
Include tier ,)nlv the psychomotor behavior of the pilot hut also the cognitive
beh._vior involved In the pilot's decision as to where to begin the flare
ma tie nv_ r.
_ppendtx A reviews some existing models of the flare _._neuver, constJerlng
their _trong and weak points. These ideals _re taken into account In con-
strutting a revised flare model. The next step _ms t,_ describe fully the new
model, showing how it better explains the recentlv-_tcquired landing data as
well as encompassing past me_tsttrements. The final step In this section wtlt he
to discuss ,! number of performanct, metrics whl¢h arise from the new model
formulatl,_n. These metrics will then lead to the next section which discusses
the formal data analysis af ,ill of the flight and simulator measurements.
_ased on the ab,_ve e,msiderttions0 a model l.q proposed of the flare man-
ettver ahich covers most, if no all. of the Important features no'ed both in
previous models and in the exist InR data. ,_ne important _spect of this pro-
posed mode! is that there Is no added complexity over the ,_ther models
2_
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discussed, in fact there is significant reduction in complexity--so _uch so
that a closed analytic form can be expressed for time histories of attitude,
sink rate, normal acceleration, airspeed decay, a_d touchdown point along the
runway. Furthermore it is possible to describe a clear role for the important
aircraft properties as well as for the pilot control law properties. This trill
ultimately aid in developing metrics for analyzing the landing maneuver.
The theoretical development summarized in Appendix B suggests the
following:
• The flare maneuver can be described in terms of a closed-
loop Frequency, _L' and damping ratio, ;FL
m The pilot control strategy should involve the equivalent
of height and vertical velocity Feedbacks, weighted by
gains k h and k_, respectively
m Various sources of lag or delay should be expected along
with the basic airframe lags, T 0 and contributed
chiefly by surge and heave damping, l T02'
Taken together, the above considerations suggest the follow_ng lumped-parameter
model wlth Four undetermined coefficients kh, TL, TI, and ky,
t
where kh is the pilot's height feedback gain, the lag time constant T I subsumes
all sources of pilot and airframe lag or delay*, excludlng the known flight
path/alrspeed factor, T 9 , the lead time constant TL represents the pilot's
equlvaZent vertical velocity feedback-to-helght lead ratio, and the gain ky
weights the pilot's equivalent Flight path angle feedback (in fact, any direct
feedback of flight path angle or vertical velocity, i.e., ky + Uk_ + **.).
*T_ includes T9 plus all other higher frequency sources of lag or delay
associated with pitc_ attitude and height control, vlz.,
TI ; T02 + iZ T i + JE (2_lu)j
this simplification is analogous to chat used for the pilot's neuromuscular
actuation system in Ref. 2, V. 29, gq. 32.
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If the above lumped-parameter mode! were to produce a second-order closed-
loop response, then the following relationships must exist:
TL 2
. I I k' + (4)2_FLWFL --+'_'_TsI kl + _ _FL
'Jkh2 I
and _FL " T I + T_ T I (5)
I
Hence a data point plotted in the 2_FL_FL versus _L plane would have the prop-
erties shown In Fig. _. _ote that for a single data point (only two
coordinates, '2;FL_L and _L ) there Is an amblguitv among k_, TI, and T I anl,
:Is _ consequence, kh. This can be resolved, though, If ensemb.'eq of landing
data are considered. This matter will be reopened shortly when examlnlnR the
ex:,erlmental results.
Phane Plane Dynamics. As a final step In the theoretical development of
the l,_ndtn._ _aneuver :uodeI, the nature of the maneuver in terms of time history
,u,d phase plane solutions will he examined. This will be important in the data
reduction process presented shortly.
9ec:_lling the ._ener.11 fc_r_ of the second-order char_icteristic response from
Appen,t tx _:
• 2
h + 2&FL_FL h + _FL h = 0 (6)
One c.tn find the foll,_win_ solutions by usin_ inverse Laplace transforms:
hT_ -_t
h(t) - _ e sin bt (7)
h(t) - hTD e _cos ht - _ _in bt (8)
"" • 2
h(t) - -;a h(t) - "_FL h(t) (cl)
vuAL:7._
.--
i
_Lan_::g ia-.a =_:in_
-" 1"[/I baae_ _n iiun:-:':_ci " • _.r
LS:
/ ,(TL = c 1
1
t
C..
2
b
where a = _FL__L
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b _ tOFL_l- _2L!
and at touchdown, t - O, h = hTD' and h = 0
(Note that in this formulation the flare begins at some negative value for time
and runs until touchdown at zero time.)
In view of the earlier stated preference for viewing the acquired landing
data in the phase plane domain, consider the above analytic solutions in those
terms. Figure 7 shows sink rate versus the flare-height/natural-frequency
product both normalized by touchdown sink rate. This view provides some In-
sight to the maneuver, namely, that the reduction of sink rate relative to the
maximum slnk rate is a strong function of damping ratio, A clearer picture of
that can, however, be shown If instead the trajectories are normalized by the
maximum slnk rate. As Fig. 8 reveals, all of the trajectories are approxi-
mately the same shape but stacked according to damping ratio--and proportion of
final sink rate reduction. If one last step is taken and the trajectories are
superimposed (Fig. 9), then the following statements can be made:
• The shape of the trajectory is mainly a function of _FL
• The proportion of sink rate reduction is mainly a function
of _Ft
These observations are therefore of considerable value in identifying the ef-
fective closed-loop response parameters in the flight and simulator phase
planes.
In addttlon the normalized plot of acceleration versus altltude shown in
Fig. l0 indicates that the peak acceleration in the final flare maneuver is
approximately independent of damping ratio, i.e., that:
h " 0.45 Ihlma xmax _FL
However the height at which hma × occurs is a strong function of damping--soft
landings have an early application of acceleration and hard landings have a
late application.
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Ikmmrlcal Dmserlptlona. A number of analytlcal relatlonshlps have been
developed for describing the aircraft and the landing maneuver. At this polar,
tt Is appropriate to consider them in numerical terms which relate to the data
being studied.
Table 1 11sts the aircraft model parameters ehlch are representative of the
DC-IO based on various sources and estimates. No formal description of the
DC-IO was available, but the values should be considered reasonably accurate
and applicable to the ranges of conditions encountered in both the flight and
simulator landings.
Performance ._etrlca. The foregoing analytlcal development now can be used
to devise several possible performance metrics which are relevant to the land-
ing maneuver. Again, one is interested in not only the final touchdown
condition but also in how it is achieved in terms of piloting technique.
Table 2 presents a list of performance attributes of the landlng maneuver
together with their corresponding qualifications which play a role in
determining success or failure, good or bad, safe or unsafe. Several
corresponding metrics e:cist which can be applied to the landing maneuver, qome
are based on control theory, others on sub]ectlve opin£ono A general llst
applicable to a variety of piloting tasks, includlng the landing maneuver, is
also given in Table 2. Ca_rylng the sequence to a more definitive level,
Table 3 then gives a set of various theoretical and empirical relationships for
various metrics. Many of these are restatements from earller sections of thls
report.
One significant implication of the above lists of task features and per-
formance metrics is that there are many ways to quantify the various aspects of
the landing maneuver. Some parameters are _ore esoteric than others, but all
have a degree of relevance depending upon one's area of Interest--loop struc-
ture, overall reppon_e, aerodvnamlcs_ etc. For example, the slnk rate
reduction ratio, hTD/h_ax, would have clear meaning to the pilot, Instructor_
or observer. The ratio can also be translated into a closed-loop damping ratio
or to phase margin in order to consider stability, ramping ratio, in turn, can
be related to effective loop Rains in order to consider perceptual pathways.
Therefore it is not the intent to pick a "most-favored" parameter or metrlcp
rather it is to make the Inter-relationshlps clear and use what is most con-
venient or meat, lngful for a given situation.
ItRSb'L1_
The results of the analysis of this training experiment aru divided into
three main parts:
34
TABLE l
AIRCRAFT PARAMETERS*
Type : OC-10-10
Dimensional _ta :
Wing _rea, S - 3861 ft 2.
Aspect Ratio, R = 6.8*
Fuselage LenRth, £F = 170.5 ft*
Pilot Position re c.g. " 85 f_
Tail a.c. re c.g. = 64 ft _
Mass Data:
Average Gross Weight, W - 300,000 !b
Pitch Moment of Inertia, Iy " llxl06 slug-ft 2t
_rodynamic Data (Landing Flaps):
m
Lift Curve Slope, _ 4.g/tad t
_ximum Approach Lift-to-Ora_ ratio, (L/D)ma x . 7t
Flight Condition:
Average Approach Speed, U "
Average Approach Sink Rate
L30 kt " 220 fc/see
11.5 ft/sec " -6qO ft/min
Estimated Dynamic Response Parameters From the Above Data:
Heave Time Constant, T02 - 1._ see
Speed Time C_nstant, T0I " 13 see
Phu_oid Frequency, _p ° 0.21 rad/sec
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TJ_ 3
Ti_._RETICAL AND EMPIRICAL REI_TIO_SI_ AMDNG METRICS
Closed-Loop Damping Rattn. ¢_'L
_'FL o 0.83 - 0.6 _ (empirical fit: to second-order
response modeL--see Fig. 13)
Closed-Loop Undamped Natural Frequency,
(see F$8. 7)
_ere Ah I is the virtual hetRhc to flare from
maximum slnk race to leve[ flight
(see Fig. 7)
_here Ah_ is the virtual heigh[ to _aka an s-shaped
flare sc;rtln_ and ending in level _llghc (vidth ot
a phase plane half cycle).
Closed-Loop Damped Frequency, b
b " _'L_ (definition of damped frequency)
Reight-to-Attitude Transfer Function, _ (s)
_s +-_-1iIT%s +
Airframe Response Parameters
(see Xef. 12 and Table I)
T_ 2
_SCLaU
(see Raf. 12 and Tabla I)
|/T_
_ _1.
h An_
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• Nmiul piloting tectmlq_e for the lendt_ muuver
• 1_rainiq effectiveness of flight versa simulator
• Simllator fidelity and validity.
In ea,_h car perfonmnca and pllotln8 technique am considered sad the _ule-
effect relationships discussed.
Iqmee Plmm l_rsJeetertee
The starting point for the data analysis is the set of phase plans trajec-
tories for all of the flight-trained and sismletor-trsinad subjects. A
coap1•te set of applicable phase planes are provided for each pilot in a
chronol_sical sequence. The plots are further clas•tfted, first according to
the pilot's training background and, second according to the approximate 8sad-
ness of the landing in terns of touchdotm sink rate. On this latter count, the
landing• _mre divided mainly on the basis of whether they exceeded 5 ftlaec.
(Recall that the deslsn-liait touchdotm sink rate of the DC-IO is I0 ft/sec.)
The phase plane trajectory c_esslflcetion vlll nov be descrtbed in mare
• pocl flc fetes.
The phase pl•ne trajectories for all of the f|llKht-treined subjects ere
shotm in Fig. !1. _s described earlier, the only trajectories available for
the flight-trained subjects _rc for the three t/AS& check ride landilqlS--no
data tmre recorded for the treinln 8 landinss. The flight-trained subjects are
further divided in terms of their apparent success. Group FA consists of all
of those flisht-trsined pilots _ daaonstrated lsndinss with tom=bdotm sink
rstes of S it/set or less alan8 with no obvious tcmlsncy to float or with no
obvious height mlsJudMlent tendency. (Two landings in this group sllshtly
exceed 5 it/set, but the 8enersll? consistent performance exhibited by the
pilots involved did not warrant exclusion.) Group FC, in Fig. |l, ate those
subjects who did not fall within the landing criteria Just described.
Phase plans trajectories for the •luulstor-trainad pilots ere shown in
Fig. 12. Oats for the trsininlr-phese siaulstor landings are folloued by the
three actual landings for the NASA check ride. (The actual landings are easily
dl•tinllul•hed from the •laulstor landings by the moothne•s of the siaulator
trajectories.) The pilots in the simulatot-;¢eined Stoup ere further divided
Into three subgroups: SA, SE, and St. As with the flight-trained pilots, the
grouplnl|s are aade on the basis of spproxismte landing success for the NASA
check ride. hll of those subjects in Group SA deaonstrsted touchdown sink
rates of _ ft/•ec or less end are therefore conparsble with the flight-trained
group, rA. Croup SB consist• of those pilots whose Initial check ride landin8
we• In excess of S ft/•ec but _ho•e subsequent landings consistently lsproved
to • level of less than 5 it/set. Croup $8, therefore, exhibited some degree
of learning during the NASA check ride itself, l.e., the trainees' first
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Fibre 12 (Concluded)
the dmspLng ratio. ClrL. and natural frequency, _'L" Each of chase parameters
_as extracted uutnually-uatn 8 the follovln8 Suldes and crlterta.
Effecclve dmnpln$ ratio can. be .related to the ratio of the touchdo_m sink
race to the _aximus sink rate, hTo/h_ax, as shotm in the previous section. The
theoretical relationship shorn in Fig. 13 _s the primary basts for extrac_lon
of effective damping raclo from the data. In most cases the phase plane tra-
Jectory features corresponding co _axlmum sink rate and couchdotm sank rats are
reasonably clear. For so_e landlnss, he-ever, the maxlmma sink rate is not
obvious; and, in chose cases, s cut-and-try _ttch _as _tde using speciaZ trans-
parent overla_s of second-order response trajectories. The esti_ated goodness
of flc for _FL is tO.O2 based on _k_3.5 fc/sec discriuLnacion of sink rate.
The effective natural frequency can be obtained in a number of rays. _here
possible, transparent overlays o_ _raJector_es such as chose sho_ i_ Fig. 14
were used co _acch natural frequency. The por:lon o_ :he trajectory from susxl-
sink rate _o touchdown yes the _ost promlnen_ _eature matched. The
steepness of the phase plane durln8 the sink ra_e red,,c_ion £s, of course,
directly related to natural _requenc_ of the maneuver. In some cases l_ _ss
possible to use the gross dimenslons of the phase plane as they relate to an
ideal trajectory, i.e., the ratio of maximum sink rate co the height at maxl_
sink rate. The estimated goodness of fit for _vL is dF).05 tad/set based on the
_.t tad/set increments used for overlay templateS. _n _eneral the precision of
_he _atches is better than _he dispersions in characteristics exhibited by =he
_tlots themselves.
Table _ lists the identified parameters for each case. Follovin8 lntetTre-
ration, these parameters provide one _ith reasonabl_ clear indications of the
noelnal ptlotln_ technique used during the flare maneuver, the effects of
training bar.ten the simulator and aircraft, and the apparent simulator fl-
delia? for c_e landing maneuver.
Xnterpretation of _mble Oats bo_lts
A second step to analysing the landing data is to consider carmen trends
shotm by individual pilots or groups of pilots, _hls is crucial to resolvln8
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_n those few cases _4_ere a sin81e pilot performed t fairly larSe mmber of
landln$e, a trend is discernible. T1_le te i11ustrated in Yil. I$.
In all of Che Fi8. t5 _ases, there ts • 8emirs1 ttemd _hlch fits the fornt
2_FL_'L = Co ÷ C! _L (I0)
In fact, for three of the four pllots, this trend appears rather strong, and it
can be therefore reasonably Justified in extendln8 the luuped Ins-lead model of
Eqs. 4 and 5 to the landtnR data in general. The nusln inference being made in
doin$ so is that the pilot Is adJusttn8 the amount of effective ver:Ical
velocity feedback commensurate vtth the height feedback_hat the t_m feedbacks
track one another rather than being independent. Such behavior Ls equivalent
to lead-compensated helaht feedback and is represented by the parameter C1 = T
in _15. _ and in Appendix B, Fie. 32 and 33. Two consequent implication| o_
Fig. 33 would be that on17 s height feedback is at work, perhaps with preview
distance, Ro, and that a vertical velocity feedback, per se, is not Involved.
Table 5 summarizes the ensemble dace analTsis results for the various
Stoups of interest.
Ptlottn8 Technique. In analyzing piloting technique, we w111 focus first
on those data which are _ost indicative of a skilled pilot faalltar _rlth the
aircraft tn q_estion. The bes_ set of data In that respec= is considered to be
for the fllght-tralned pilots who exhibited ressonab1_ _ood and consistent
reductions tn s_nk rates. Therefore _roup FA is considered as being most rep-
resentative of exemplary viloting technique in the absence of other _aca.
The performance involved Ln the nominally good landings of _roup FA can be
expressed in various _ays. The _ost common performance _trtc is perhaps
touchdov_ slnk rate, and its cumulative probability distrtbutlon is sho_m tn
_ig.t_. _s indicated, the distribution is essentially _sussi_n v_th a _ean
slightly _resCer than 3 ft/sec. It should be recalled, however, that this
probabilltv distribution is somewhat condlt_onal because the _rouptn_ was It-
self based chiefly on sink rate performance. _evertheless th_s wtl_ prove to
be a useful point of reference _rlth ocher Stoups. _urcher there is a clear
tender, c? _o achieve a moderete, positive rate of sink at lendtn8 thus svoidin8
both flostin_ and hard landings.
_tsure 17 shows the identified closed-loop parameters for each of the land-
ings _n Stoup F_. _ote chat _ost landings tensed in natural frequency from 0.3
:o _.5 red/set and in dsuptnR ratio from 0.55 _o 0.?_, The two landlnss h_vtn_
6_
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dsmpLn8 ratios of o.g involved substantial floating and as such should not
ascesaarlly he regarded as desirebZe. At the other extress the very 1_ dasqr-
ins rsttas corteet_nded to s_sv_t _srd tooehdcwss (vith veloetr7 6 ftlsu)
for this 8roup.
It Is Important to note the operating reaps of Cff. and _L de_aetreted
Group YA. These are shorn in the cuauletLve proheYtli_ plots In Figs. t8
end 19. lrtrst, C appears aer-dlly dtstrLbQted over s ranis wAtutally bounded
by insufficient a_ excessive sink rate dKIy, Shaded beuadarAee Ire Iheqm Lot
sink-rate-decay ratios of 0.5 and 0.05 welch, vhen e_Ited to • seal,el ap-
proach sink rate of !0 ft/sec, correspond to h_ - 5 ft/eec at e_e extrest and
0.5 ft/sec at the other.
A similar traaclent Is presented for _PL data; however, the dlstrlbutlon
appears sore nearly unifom. The boundaries shoun in this case are the fre-
quencies corresponding to overly-timid and overl.v-aagresslve flare control.
The lower bound corresponds to a mar8in of about three times I/T e which is the
point at which flight path response is cancelled by airspeed deca_. The hazard
is the loss of airspeed margin _il:, at the same time, not effectively de-
creasin 8 sink rate. The upper bound sho_m corresponds to airframe heave
damping, I/T__. An _ hlsher than about 1.5 I/T 9 would involve an attitude
change vtthou_ a commensurate change in sink rate 2 i.e., the point at which
aggressive pitch control does not affect fll8ht path.
The FA-Group data are olotted in "technique-related" terms in Fill. 20.
From this it is possible t nfer how the closed-loop response is obtained or
what are the effective pilc. :eedback saZns.
Along wlth the Individual landlng data from _roup FA, a curve corresponding
to optimum closed-loop damping ratio, _ e = 0.7, and a Linear regression llneare both superimposed. According to t_ regression-line analysis discussed
earlier, if ue assume for the assent that flight path angle gain k_ • 0, the FA
pilots exhibit an effective lag (with I/T. - 0.19/set) and Lead CwLth TL - 1.9
sac) which correspond yell to the optimum closed-loop damping ratio parabola.
The effective lag observed with k_ • 0, TI = 5.3 sac, is substantlally
greater than the lags previously estimated, i.e., Te -1.8 sec _Table I)
and .,-1 , 0.5 co ! sac (as shown in the preliminary dat_ analysis). Rents the
c
residu_l lag should be about 1.5 sac Cthe residual 1a8 is not slmpl_ a
summation but includes higher order effects). Zf gain k_ ) O, this residual
lag can be > 1.5 sec. _evertheless, at 1.5 sec this residual lag is so large
• O
as to sulgest Chat the null hypothesis, k_ 0, is preferable. Resolution of
the ambiguity in k_ and the source o_ thls residual lag _ust await the
cotlectton of pitch attitude, pitch rate, and control displacement data fro_
further flight and simulator tests. At the same time this lag, uhatever its
69
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source, provide• nas_optiaua coepenastion and shou/d not be considered as
undesirable.
Yhe inferred [sad coapen••tion, ?L' of 1.9 Hc for Croup PA vss also Malr-
optim, This eppur• to be the prissry "vertical velocity feedback" _11
and •He•t• that vert/eal veloeicy lnfomtlcm s/Jht be tied tO lemb-
eoaps_sted _l|ht perception rather _han through a separate viaual or lo_tcm
channel. It 1• po•sibl• that •uch beisht comp4nastLon derives fz,ml the
tetricA1 propertt•s conneeted vith the pilot's focus o! attention, This is
c_nly referred to as a "pr•vie_ distance" and Ls equal _o TL'B, in thte eese
about _00 ft.
_m important aspect of th• flare Qodel •ri•e• vhen one •tteapta to dr-
compose the effective l•$-l••d d_mics into respectiv• pilot and aircraft
compon•nts. As mentioned above, th• •ffectiv_ lag, TI, can be attributed to
various sources (airframe T_ , pllot-vehlcle __ , and a r•sidual lag). If each
of these sources is taken t_ be an indlvidua_first order lag or delay, then
the simple flrsc-order lead, TL, by itself is inadequate in producing an impor-
tant feature of the e_semble data results. _lamely, an Incr•asln8 pilot gain,
;ch (whlch increases _FL ), rill not produce the observed increasing 2_FL_. L in
Fig. 13. To produce the observed relationship in Fig. 15 requires that the
actual lead compensation be higher than first order. Thus the second-order
lead possibilities suggested in Appendix R appear _ore likely. It should be
noted that visual pathways alone (Fig. 32e in _ppendix 8) or a combination of
visual and vestibular pathways _Fig. 32f in _ppendlx 8) could fulfill this
requirement for hi_her _han first-order lead compensation.
To summarize, :hen, in order to decompose the effective lag-lead flare
_odel into Individual pilot and vehicle components which are consistent vi_h
the observed Seth-varying features of the dynamics in _ig. 15, one must deduce
that higher then flrst-order lead compen•etlon is required of the pilot. This
could conceivably be _urnished by the visual p•rc•p_ion model (Fig. 32e in
App•ndlx B) •ugge•t•d In R•f. 13 or by vestlbular feedbacks (Fig. 32f in
Appendix _) via _he utrlc_lar system as suggested in R•f. 2.
One particularly interesting feature in th• piloting t•chniqus d•sonstret•d
in _sny of _he •c_u•l landings _not only those of _roup FA but for all subj-
ects) is _he "duck-under" or "push-over" Just prior to the flat• portion of the
l•nding, vlgur• 21 shovs a typic•l case in _hich the landing _neuver control
l•v beh•vior appears to begin at about 75 ft, followed by •n lncr•ase in •Ink
rats, and fln•lly • flare be$innins at about 50 ft.
A _ASA research pilot examining the data suggested that the duck-under
tendency is a natural and comson action intended _o elmer the point of touch-
do_n (Ref. I_). This technique could be deemed appropriate by the pilot when
relieving an electronic glide slope vhich intercepts _he runvay at s
73
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conservative distance _rom runway threshold.
maneuver can be found in hrs. 15 aml 16.
Add|tlonal discussion of this
The implication of the above oburvstion is that there is, in effeet, nn
outer loop around the landiNI Mnevver loop structure eoaeid@_i thus fir.
_hat loop involves the ale point relative Co the rummy threshold or toQchdotm
ao._s. T,n tsrll of th@ pl_.Ot nod@1 . it app4Mirl thalt the initial_ioa hei|ht of
the landln| saneuver, hru, is selected aeeordln 8 to the rummy intercept of the
hem/eel flisht-path-ansl_ vector. ?his _mttld te_l te e_lain the yak varle-
t/on in _ in the landinE data, 'JnfortumateIT measurements of heisht vlrsu
distance along the runway axis _re not available,
In order to illustrate the &eneral effect of flare height on touchdosm
point, consider Fig. 22. For noalnal values of closed-loop response parameters
and IL$ geometry, it can be seen how an increase in hFL above _he no_inal range
of 30 to 40 ft tends to move the touchdown point closer to the threshold. For
hFL above 30 to 40 ft, in fact, the relationship between x,rD and hFL is ap-
proximately linear.
The nominal Dilotlng technique observed in Group FA pilots is stmmarlzed in
Fig. 23
?rai_i_ Effectivemeee
Training effectiveness judged only on the basis of overt landlng Perfor-
mance can be ,-aisleading. For example, Fig. 24 shows the combined cumulative
probabillty distribution of the fllght-trained pilots (Groups FA and FC)
against those simulator-_rained (Groups SA, Sg, and SC). 1_e difference, _hlle
discernible, is not particularlF _reat. On the ocher hand, if each group is
considered separately, then performance is more effectivelF partitioned
(Fig. 25) and each dlsCributlon appears fairly Gaussian. _oreover there is a
slmulator-tralned group (SA) which looks nearly identical _o the good flight-
trained group (FA), and an inferior flight-trained group (PC), comparable to
the corresponding slmulator-tralned cases (SB and SC). This breakdo_ Is,
however, still incomplete _ithout considering other aspects of performance and
piloting technique such as are su_ari_ed in the regression analysis de,acted
in Fig. 26. Aence the following analysis will consider the various performance
and technique _trics discussed previously in conjunction with Fi_..6. The
inset in Fig. 26 describes again the theoretical interpretation of each regres-
sion llne in terms of the metrics of piloting technique represented by
re_reasion coefficients CO and C[ in Table 5.
The effects of training clearly favor those pilots _ransitionlng in the
actual airplane of whom 77 percsnt (_roup FA) demonstrated near-optimum tech-
nique and superior performance. T_m of the remaining three flight-trained
pilots (in Group rC) exhibited deficiencies in terms of aggressiveness in flar-
ing and excessive lag or delay which they could not adequately compensate. The
7_
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third teC pllot exhibited satisfactory closed-loop response parameters but ap-
peared to misjudge helsht durin 8 the flare.
The 8/aulator-cralned pilots showed varytnS desreea of dlfftcultle8. Of
those pilots, the best 8roup (SA) ¢omprlse4 47 percent of the total and was
nearly identical to tea in tam of touchdovn sink rate perforsmnce and in the
amount of effective la 8 and lead colpansation. The ,,-in difference is in the
lack of aE4|ressismness by most $A pllots whlch, accordln$ to Fil. 27, shows4 ql)
as a shift domt_mrd Ln the dlstrlbutloe of closed-loop mttunl frequency. Tuo
consequence _uld be s greater loss of speed margln durin_ the flare ssnemmr
by SA pilots than vlth the more auresslve technique exhibited by lea pilots.
For the renminlng 53 percent of slmulator-trsined pllocs (SB and $C) land-
ing performance was substant£ally poorer vlCh medlan touch doom slnk rates of
5 to 7 re/sac and extremes In excess of IO fc/sec. These cvo groups, origin-
ally dlstingulshed on the basis of Improvement during the three checkrlde
landings or the Lack thereof, shoved a basic difference in pilotlng tech-
nique. Group SB dlffered from _roup $A in terms of more effecclve lag (Tt).
Group SC exhlhiced vastly more of this same lag quallc7 along _Ith increased
but nevertheless inadequate lead compensac£on. IC should _e noted from Table 5
char the Group SB learnlng trend over the three actual landings _ms apparent In
t_r_s of the reduction Ln overall lag (increase in Co) and the increased amount
of lead compensation (increased CI) to counter chat lag. The second and third
checkrlde landings for $B, in fact exhibit _mproved lag and lead coefflc!encs
roughly comparable _o _hosm o_ Group _C; furthermore SB°s landing sink race
performance, per se, 'ass sacisfac_or_ (< 5 ft/sec).
The effects of training for each of the five groups of pilots _re sum-
_aclzed in Table 6. OnLy Croup FA exhlbiced conslscency in all respeccs: good
:_),_c_dovns_nk rats performance, a_gresslveness in the flare ,_aneuver, optimum
compensation, and _Inimai effective lag. This group included 77 percent of the
_li_hc-tralned pilots. The "_ood" stmulator-_ratned group (SA) included only
47 percent of the pilots using that medium, and vhlle performance and technique
compared favorabl? to _A, chars yes less aggressiveness shown in the flare by
SA. Consequent17 a greater loss of speed _ar_in could be expected during the
sink rate reduction by SA. Inspectlon of Lndivldual pilots within 5A did, hoar-
ever, reveal _ve who exhibited proficiency tn technique comparable co FA
(i.e., _ilots F_lg, F623, _24, F432, _3g), _t is particularly note_orch?
that the one quallty shared by the poorer performln_ Stoups (FC, S3, and SC)
was excessive lag.
$1smlator Fidellt7 and Valldit_
The experimental results have Important £mpllcsclons _or (a) the _Idelity
of the tra_nln_ simulator in terms of adequate perceptual cues and consequent
O$1ot behsvlor and (b) the validlty of the st:ulscor performance if transferred
_o a f_Sht situatlon.
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The same analysis method used for detemln£n8 control ettatelLy in the ac-
tual I)C-10 _s also applied to the stmlator results, i_lfferencee betusen
siQulator and flight vere observed frou direct comparisons usin 8 the s_suZator-
trained pilots: Groups SA, SB, and SC.
In cams of landin 8 sink rate perfonmnce, there vere uLmd results in
term of direct flisht vermMJ elm/later eoelmrisoa8 depeadta8 upot ttR poq.
As she_ in Wl8. 28. all of the elaulater-trained pilots had eeqmreble sink
rate perfomauce in the simulator _h eedians in the 6 _o 7 ft/eec tsaSe.
Croup SC exhibited about the sew lerel of sink rate parrot, mace in the actual
aircrafts and _ro_p 5B _e oely slijhtly beeeer. _toup SA, hmmver, shoved a
substantial faproveaent in JOin8 froe slmulaeor to fllsht. Clearly the
absolute value of simulator touchdov, sink rats was not a reliable predictor of
In-flight absolute performance nor a means of discriLtnattn8 pilot 81:111. On
this basis alone, the simulator validity should, therefore, be considered poor.
Takln 8 the simulator versus flight results a step further, there is a var-
iety of differences tn terms of closed-loop perforu, tnce and inferred piloting
technique. Table 7 summarizes ._ean perforaance in ternm of _FL, and _L and
the ensemble lag and lead parameters which imply technique, I/T! and TL. Tl_esa
results are also plotted in ceres of the "_.'_._'L versus _r_ regresslon-analysla
solutions from Pigure 29.
The chief co_on feature in all of _he simulator data is the relatively lay
_PL" As indicated earlier, ;his. should necessaril_ correlate strongly with
hard landings since the ratio hTD/h_a_ _as used _o determine _1_." _n searching
for a cause of _he poor performance "_n terms of _echnlque, _o factors appear
_o be involved: excessive lag, T_, and l_de_uate lead, TL. In the simulator
_.roup SA had a vetT. large effec_-ive !ag al:_ou_h the lea_ was comparable to
_heir flight value (and that of FA). _roups Sg and SC exhibited both Ions lag
and shor_ lead in the simulator.
In transtcioning from simulator co flight, each of the three groups _ade
substan_lallv different adjustments. SA ke_t TL about the same (already about
optimum) and sreatly reduced TI to the correct value. Grouv Sa did relaclvely
little in the simulator to flight transition except to increase T L ellghtly to
the correct level; TT remained Ion8. _,roup 5C appeared to _ake an already
large TI ._uch larser _nd to tr7 and compensate by a large but still inadequate
TL •
Thus _.he nature of _he pilot compensation ad_ustment_ _ade by each group
was f_ndamentallv different except for a net upwards shl_ in the 2_yy._rL ver-
sus _'L resresalon llne. 0nly _.n the case of Group 5A did this sh_ft yle_d
good sink rate performance, ha,ever.
Another feature of the simulator versus flii_t _llot behavior was the de-
_ee of aggressiveness sho_n in terms of _ or _._. Croup S8 exhibited a _ean
[n the simulator which was comparable only to _hac o_ Group FA; hcmever,
in-flight SB regressed to the same less-aggressive ._. as the other groups.
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TABI_ 7
S_MY OF ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR SII'P,_A1'OI_ VNRSUS FLI('M'I"
i
i
r .,e
. . i IIII I
Ress_
iiiii.iii,iit! ,...........
0,68 0.42 0.19 0.19 1.9 Mgreselve, _11
comlmneated
Sa 0.70 0.34 0.12 0.19 2.0 Less aRgresstve, but
eel1 compensated
SB 0.62 0.36 0.13 0.12 1.9 Long lag
SC 0.60 0.35 0.13 0 2.8 Very long laz, over
compensated lead
0.57 0.33 0.12 0.05 2.1 Long lag
SB 0.54 0.40 0.20 0.09 1.5 Long lag, short lead
SC 0.54 0.32 0.13 0.II 1.6 Long la¢, short lead
*The inverse characteristic laf tim, I/T , is presented because it is a!
principal constituent of the ordinate CO of the regression line shorn
¢ravhically in Fi_. 26, whereas the characteristic lead time, TL, is equal to
the slope, CI, of the sam regression line.
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A final feature of the shsuletor landlnss _s an absence of any substantial
"duck under" tendency such as not_ earlier. This can be observed by direct
inspection of the simulator phase pla_e trajectories.
ksed on all of the fort$oLq dLffereatee noted bet_en simulator and
,lllht, the overall assesmont relardln8 siaulator fldellt7 lust be that tt Ill
deficient. There were no substantial indications that the _neral pilottn$
technlqu_ induced in the simulator _s the sane as that L_uc_/ in flL|ht.
Furtharuo_ none of Cbs various |roups o_raced the simulator in a way compar-
able to that of Group FA, the essuaed staadard of 8ood cachnique and
per fOMIIllCI •
The unsatisfactory pilotin8 technique feature co.men to all simulator
_roups was excessive effective ls8, T[. Therefore It seems wise to exaaine
possible explanations. _sed upon an examlnation of the previously discussed
pilot-vehicle model of the lendlng, there are various factors whLch can appear
as a systm lag or delay. These Include:
• Slow sa•pllng of fllght _th changes and subsequent ad-
Justment of attitude
• Low closed-loop bandwidth for pitch attitude regulation
and control
• Slow airframe flight path response (e.g., due _o an incor-
rect simulator :athematical model)
• Simulator syste• lags or _elays (e._., tn the vLsual
display)
• Pilot neuromuscular delay (which can be affected by simu-
lator •orlon distortion)
• Lack of direct vertical-velocity or flight path feedbacks
• Co_blnatlons of any or all of the above.
The relativeS7 large a_ount o_ effective lag Inferred Erom the simulator
landings sussests serious perceptu_l blocks whlch InhlbLt the _llot from making
r_pLd closed-loop adjustments during the _lare. The lags _o_puted were sub-
s_antialI? greater t_an one eight reasonebl7 attribute Just to simulator system
lass or _then_clcal =odel dlscrepsncLes. ._s further evldence, the absence of
a "duck under" for a terminal correction of touchdown polnt ;_ugSests a lack of
or Indifference to low altitude visual perception of height, flight path, or
distance along the runway, i.e., spatial perception in general.
_8
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The simulator does appear to be supporting the generation of effective lead
¢oupensation. This may be a fmtcttou of the pilot selecti_qB a suitable "pre-
viev distance," that Is, obtatnln8 height at a distance of TL'U these of the
aircraft (nominally about 400 it).
¢mQJmlm m
The airline landiq dat6 analysed in this report have yielded 8 ri_h v=r,
iety of results vlth implications in several areas includln 8 quautlfieati¢m Of
piloting technique, transfer of training using simulators, and the fidelity and
validity of an airline training simulator for the landing maneuver. Resides
providing important quantification in these various areas, the data have also
provided the basis for a revised analytical model of the flare maneuver. In
fact, the mod_l developed seem= to provide a reasonable explanation of the
data, The model also helps to explain how pilots can complete successful
flares and landings from a diverse array of lnltlal approach conditions by
adcgting the appropriate degree of aggressiveness in control technique.
Several metrics have evolved with regard to describing the landing man-
euver. The first metric is the phase plane representation to characterize the
flare maneuver, not only in terms of the ultimate landing performance but also
how that performance was achieved: whether the flare was the result of a last-
_lnute abrupt pull-up leaving no room for error or misjudgment, or whether it
was the result of an exceedingly gentle decay in sink rate which =_ght be ac-
companied by a large loss of airspeed prior to touchdown. The phase plane also
indicates directly where there are dangerously high sink rates at low al_itudes
or if there was a floating or ballooning tendency. Pilot mlsJud_ent of height
is also discernible from phase plane portrai;s. The primary value ,of =he phase
plane comes from the abili_ 7 co portray _wo related states, i.e., sink rate and
altitude, using a single curve. Use of time histories to present such informa-
tion requires two separate curves. Time can be shown on a phase plane as a
third dimension if so desired.
_etrics which describe the effective closed-loop response and which were
easily obtainable from the phase plane plots are the effective second-order
damping ratio, ;_, and natural frequency, *_L' Closed-loop damping ratio can
_e obtained from the ratio of final sink rate to maximtn sink rate and, hence,
is operationally =eanlngful. _stural frequency describes the abruptness of the
flare maneuver and can be obtained from the curvature and steepness of the
final se_en_ of the phase plane trajectory, Transparent overlays uf phase
?lane trajectory families serve as a useful means of identifying these closed-
loop parameters.
_etrlcs indicating the nature of the open-loop pilot-vehlcle response can
be inferred from ensemble analysis of individual landings =ade by a single
ptlo_ or _rou_ of pilots exhibiting similar performance. One of these metrics,
TL, describes the effective lead compensation which can be expressed as a
mathematical equivalent of vertlcal-veloclty or fllght-path-angle feedback.
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T_e a_ount of lead eoapansatlon can also be related to a preview distance froa
which the pilot obtaLns heisht Information, The value of the effective lead
time interval can be directly related _o the resressloa llne slope for ensemble
landing data plotted in the 2_FL_rL---_r _ plane.
An effective pllot-_.eh/cla lag, TI, can also be coaputed using ensemble
data and represents • variety of pilot and a/rfraae lass and deZays. ?uo ot
the mln colponents are the alrfrxM flight path lag, T82, and any effect of •
fllght path/pitch cmmand sample-and-hold technique.
Another metric of interest is the degree of aggressiveness indicsted by.
either _pT or _ , the letter of which is more closely tied to the pilot's
effective height gain, kh.
Some metrics no longer hold the sa=e degree of interest as they did prior
co this study. _ost notable is the idea of a single, nomlnal flare height.
T_e large number of flare trajectories sho_m in the data suggest that there is
no s[ngle preferred flare height, and the revised model demonstrates how good
landing performance need noc depend upon lnttiattn_ the flare over a narrow
range oF altitude. Instead flare height is better :.ssoclated with an outer
loop involving c_e pilot's ai_ point along the runway. In effect, the flare
control strategy is inltla£ed higher or lower depending upon the amount of
adJusc]ent to the point of touchdown.
An important aspect of the analysis performed here is the quantification of
_he landing _ane_ver as lC is performed on the actual aircraft. This provides
an important baseline for examining _e effects of training and simulator fi-
delity. Without this description of piloting technique, one would have to rely
far _ore heavily upon terminal landing perfor_ance (i.e., scoring of the touch-
down sink rate or distance along the runway) or on strictly subjective
judgments.
The nominal landing technique involved nearly optimum closed-loop par•w-
aters clustered about _F _ 0.7 and 0.3 < a_. < 0.6. Usin, ense.ble data, i_
was found thac TL " I.. _e_ and I/T I -O.l.,..c. Such values of compensation
tended to yield good touchdown slnk race perfor=xnce over a reasonably vide
range of flare maneuver aggressiveness. In order to aftaln this kind o!
closed-loop behavior vLth the known or suspected las elements, hoeever, there
ts an implied necessity of higher than flrst-order lead compensation, This
higher order lead compensation is possible through either visual pathways alone
_r a combination of visual and vestlbular pathways. Furthermore tho same pilot
control stra:_gy evident in the flare could be associated vith any pre-flare
duck-under type of maneuver.
_ere appear to be fundasental differences in the technique of pilots
trained in the landing on s flight simulator as compared co the technique of
pilots trained on the actual flight vehicle Itself. Those pilots trained on
the simulator do not exhibit the same degree of success as chose trained on the
actual aircraft. Of the thirteen flight-tra_nsd pilots, all but three achieved
\
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consistently 8sod landing performance. Only nine of nineteen slaulatsr-train_!
pilots demonstrated coapatabls touehdovn sink rats perfonmmsca, but these same
pilots, on the average, flared less aggressively thus lnviti_8 larmer speed
loss duri_ flare.
The less suc=assful flight- and slmulatot-trained pilots all shared 8rutsr
mounts of effective lag, T I - In the extresme this lq wee, in part, co.sen-
sated by an increased but insffectual land, TL.
Tralnln$ slmulator fidelity and validity dld not appear adeq_te to perform
correctly the landing mneuver. The specific dlfferencss _re varied, how-
ever. In general, touchdown sink rate compared well between simulator end
flight only for those less successful groups of pilots. In all cases the pi-
loting technlque inferred from simulator results did not correspond to that
from flight. The one feature commn to all simulator groups "ds excesslvs
effective lag, T I. The source of this lag could not be isolated, hovever. It
• ay be connected _ith inadequate spatial perception near the Bround, slmalacor
system la_s, mathematical model discrepancies, or a combination of sources.
A n_nber of recommendations seem appropriace in view of the proaLse of this
approach; even though several questions have been answered, new questions
arise. WeTs to improve analysis technlques are also apparent.
_'he first reco_endation is that, _or future _eesurements of the landing
maneuver, additional aircraft states, besides height end acceleration, need to
be recorded. I_ descending order of their priority, the desired states are:
altitude _rsdar--not barometric), normal acceleration, oitc_ attitude, cockpit
control deflection, airspeed, range _rom the runway, throttle, and pitch
rate. These data would offer a higher-quality definition of the outer flight
path loops plus a descrip¢ion of the inner control loops.
Data reduction procedures should be improved in two ways. _/here data are
sparse and noisy, as In this study, there is the need For improved data smooth-
in_ and estimation techniques. Such techniques are nov available but are
_enerally not convenient to l_plement. The second improvement which should be
Instituted is automatic parameter identification procedures. The landin_ man-
euver • odel resultlng from this study _akes automatic procedures _ore
_essible. The technique described in Ref. 17 would be especially suL_able
owing to its ease of operation and undemanding computer requirements.
The analytical model development should be _ully exvanded to account for
the higher-order pilot-vehicle system effects, some of which are described in
_ppendix _. _ _entioned earlier, the landing flare model 1soy structure which
has been defined is compatible with any degree of system complexl:y. It yes
simply not possible to pursue a detailed analytical development which would tie
_ogether aircraft stability and control, perfornumnce, flight control system
_eatures, atmospheric disturbance effects, and any other aspect which is
dependent upon or related to the pilot lendin s _ask.
91
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In a similar vein, the model ot the landi_tt untuver can ind should be
extended to other aircraft t_Des. Some cases morn critical than • Jet teams-
port include cartier teco_ry of |lshter/atcack eirereft, short-tteld olmmtiom
of po_mrtd-litt aircraft, non-aviation ship reeovew of helicopters and VTOL
aircraft, arid. because of so,stiles _Smlted skill levels, laMIw8 of It|hi
aircraft, Such analysis efforts _muld first t_quire accomplishment of the _xt
recommender ton, hoverer.
Zt is absolutely essential Chat studies of mnuel flilht tasks include
actual fliiht msuremente, Additio_ml flight uasurements e_ld he made for
the case• studied involvtnl pilots with verylhl lewis of skill, It is meet
important to acquire data for hishlY skilled and e_pettenced DC-IO pilots in
order to improve quantification of the baseline pllorinl_ technique parameters.
_Ith regard co pilot trainin% it is recoamended that pilot control
strxce_v tn terms of essentl•l loop developaent end co,spen•atton be studied in
conjunction _ith trai_n$ procedures acd techniques. In this study the
analysts lacked any intimate knovled_e o_ how flight _netructors interacted
_ith subjects and how such inter/cello affected ?ilotln$ technique
_evel_pment. _t is now feasible _ consider on-llne monl_orln_ nF pilot
psychomotor and cognltlve behavior alon_ che line• demonstrated. Such
_oni_rtn_ e_ul_ be of _Irec_ _se _o instructor• a• _ell a• to the evaluation
_f [nstructor_ or evaluation of instructional _echniques.
Percept_a! _atbvavs--their use and their dvnamic•_require far more
_tudv. ¼_lle the overall pilot-vehicle response in the landln_ _aneuver im-
plies _he adoption of certain effective feedback loops and compensa_lon by _he
pilot, their specific n_ture i• not necessarily _1ear from the 1_mlted
measurements _v•i[ab_e in t_Is investigation. [t can ,mly be _ypothe•i_ed that
casual pathw•ys _av _e _ore likely than vestibular ones and that pilot
generation of the observed lead compensatl,,n by _ud_ment of _ei_ht involvln$ •
preview dietance may _ more likely than bv a flight path an_le Jr vertical
veloct:y feedback.
Sinai!v. It is recommended that st:aulator craintn_ for _he lend,hE maneuver
not _ _ssumed fully e_,ivalent to flight _rainin$ _tthout careful study of
essential I_op development. ._f course, simulator training should not he
discouraged. Rather, there should be strt:_ accounting of the pilotin 8
technique developed on the simulator versus that required _or fll[ht, _here
_tlotin_ technique deficiencies are noted, then remedial measures should be
_aken.
l
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The laedin 8 flare is resarded ms the crittcal flleht phes@ eed has beeQ
studied by a nuaber of researchers. A number of masuremnts e! touchdmm
parumters such as sl_ rats and toucl_lmm point hays been _ v/thout any
particular resard for the spec*fic pilot behavior involved. Xn a few cases,
however, analytic models of the flare .mneuver have been suggested and these
vere _orth reviewing in order co revise the sodelin| hypothesis _lch _-as ap-
plied to the data acquired in _hls experiment. Some of the questions
include: Ca) Is the laneuver chiefly open loop or closed loop? (b) Is the
_aneuver seg,nented or continuous? and (c) Are the perceptual pathways used by
the pilot _alnly visual, .linly vestibular, or both?
It is cespcing to treat the landlng saneuver as a segmented =ul_lstage
process in view of =he apparently different actions which take place over the
entlre cite Erame of _he landing. References 18 and 19 de0cribe a _odel which
_s representative of this se_-lented maneuver point of view. _n effect the
landing is broken _nto three phases foll_uing the final approach. Phase !
consists of the _nitial flare co reduce the approach flight path angle to es-
sential1 F zero and terminates 5 to 10 ft above _he _round. The second phase is
called the Plea[ and consists of easing of the airplane down from the 5- co
IO-_C height, acco=panied by reduction of thrust to idle. Finally the third
erase is the touchdovn itself and is characterized by _he impact sink ra_e and
the structural _oads t_us i=posed. The stated purpose of _hls kind of break-
_o_n o_ the _neuver _ras to aid in identifying critical _tlot actions and
sources of _naccurscies Ln _he _lare. At _he same tits, th_s _odel i=pIies
tha_ t_e pilot is, £n fact, shl_ttn$ from one _ode of action _o another for
each segment. A cleaner model would involve a unified set of control la_s
_hich s_ill produce _he actions Just described, yet _ichouc any perclcular
seg_enta_lon of behavior requlred.
The _odel in _ef. 20 describes the _lare Ln pllo[-centered _er_s rather
than the _raJec_ory ter_s of the previous _odel. Zn e_ect _he p£1o_ is con-
sidered to close a _eedback loop around slnk ra_e _hich is Ini[tated at a
prescribed _lare helght. ,'his kind of flare law 71elds an exponent_al decay of
sink rate or, in tems of a phase plane, leads to an essentially straight-line
se_ent for sink rate versus altitude follo_in; flare initiation, l_e form of
this _odel ts useful because It sho_s how the pilot can participate as part of
a closed-loop systan in what is known _o be a hishly =rttlcal fllSht phase.
_is _articular _odei also consolidates at leas: :vo of the set_ents p_oposed
[n the previously d_scribed model, i.e., _he Phase I flare and the Phase 2
_los_. There Is, ho_ever, believed to be an essential element _issin8 in the
specific co.and loop structure suggested, that _s, an outer loop feedback o_
height. _tthout height _eedback, landin$ _erfor_ance depends greatly upon both
precise flare ini_lation helsh_ and a sink-rate-decay _lme constant. Th_s
leads to the third _odel to be discussed.
\
JA coaBand loop structure vhich provides certain tmneficisl results is _-
scribed in hr. 8 and involves altitude as the outer loop in s pilot-ce_et_l
flats sodel. _hs Implication at sn altitude colu_ loop is chat there is a
distinct closed-loop preference for sltltuas. _nce there is _ dlesrlm of
comFensacion "fat • miscue in flare heisht. Yhi._ vould _ be the case ia the
rondel mntloned previously° Any error in _lars Inltletioct _n_.ld have a dire_t
and silnl_icent /_q_ct on to_chdovn sink rats or tendenc? to fleet. This is
because the last chance that the pilot has _or eltitv&e to inflvan_e 61mtrol
co,sands is at the perceived flare heliht. Yhe altitude _nd loop _el
described in the• third case also involves use of a nominal flsre helsht and,
while ro_chdo_m condittons are _ore _olerent ,)f flare height a/stun than the
previous _odel, the requiresent for the pilot to cue on s noainal _tare helsh_
is, nsver_heless, present. There Ls another _roubLeso_e _spect of _hLs third
flare model in that the flare command to t_e closed-loop block dlaSram is not
equal _'o zero altitude but rather to flare altitude. A liters1 interpretation
of this _odel vould say that the pilot is. Ln fact, attempting to close an
altitude Loop about the flare height and this does not see_ _o agree with _he
actual in_en_ions of :he _tlot. Therefore _he =ode1 described in Ref. 8 should
be discard_d.
s Yvi_ence of the _hree distinct phases of the 1_ndin_ _an-
euvar includin$ flare, float, and touchdown
• A pilot-:entered descrtptlon whL_h rela_es _he re_uI_in_
traJector? _o _he pilot-vehicle _7namics
• A capacity _o ._ana£e or resulate sink race
• A preference for hei_h_ relative to _he decrease in sink
rate
• _ _olerance for a vide tense of flare initiation heights.
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In addition there should also be accosmodatlon of pllot actions associated wlth
lendin8 at a desired point on |he runway althou|h this aspect is sommhst be-
yond the scope of the experimental _¢a obcs£ned.
.4or consider a n_._er of "flare control streteSlas taken in • Sen.eric sense
_lch can be studied in eerie of Che implied pilot control laws &r_l the reetLlt-
ins dynamic response especially In terms of s phase pls_.m treJectotT. This
survey is restricted only to the vertical tranelattot_al degree of _reedoa and
neglects chl altered response aspects whlch a_ known to be higher-order ef-
fects unless [he flare is not sufficiently abrupt (i.e., It is reesemable to
assume that a partitionln 8 of response is in the z-axis and x-axis of the air-
craft). The analytic approach could, of course, be extended to addltlonal
degrees of freedom if the.v _ere believed co b@ Important,
Table 8 describes several generic control strategies _htch would yield
differing kinds of flare maneuvers. Each of these flare types is, strtctlv
speaking, closed loop in some respect. For example, the angle-of-attack-
command flare (_-commsnd) assumes that the pilot ts commandlng a desired ansle
of attack _htch could consist o_ elcher a step or ramp co_nand heglnning at a
particular altitude. The a-command would also be representative of a control
column command where the short period response of _he aircraft ts sufficiently
fast compared ro the heave response _this would usually be the case in the
landing) •
The pitch actttuae command flare (_-command) also ass_s that the pilot
_ould be commanding either a step or a ramp attitude change at a prsdeterm£ned
altitude, "_ote .'ha_ in this case there is an exponential response ,mode not
present in the _-co,._an_ era Jet:ofT, _,arther this response mode corresponds to
the heave dampin_ ,_f :he aircraft ._hich is a stronR functlon of ",llng loading
4nd _in_ as nect r_tio.
The noPual acceleration co_unand flare (h'-co_nand) ass_es _'ha¢: the pilot
applies an instantaneous step co.and in normal acceleration at a _iven flare
height. ]t should he noted that t_ls is really dynamically the same as the
al_ha-comsand flare type,
Tge sink rate command flare (,h-command) tFpe is equivalent _.o that sug-
gested in Rsf. 20 and a._sumes _hs_, aCa _tven flare height, the pilo_ commands
a prsdeter_tnsd _ouc_do_n si_k rate, The value for the exponential decay fac-
tor, k, woul_ be dependent upon a ¢ombinatlon of alrcrsft heave dampln$ and the
_iIo¢ _ooo _ai_ on sink rate.
._e final flare type _s _he so-called altitude command which _.nvolves a
preference for bo_h -.ltitude and sink rate. Normail._ h c would be equal to _ero
(the _rou.,_) and he, for most aircraft, would be nearly, zero.
_k
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APlqmDIX S
theoretical ltssis of Protmeed MIo_-ve_L¢le Itsdel
theoretical basts for the revised pilot-vehicle model of the la_in8
flare is the ass,..ption of a predoalnantly second-order characterlet[¢
response, _,tch ts $trongly sug$ested by the phase planes coflstructtd from
fliiht d_ta. This implies the homoaeneous or characteristic equation:
h + 2¢_ h + h - o (It)
It Is further assuoed that thls charac_erls:ic equation is associated with a
ptlot-vehlcle system having an altitude command loop (_uter loop) and that the
flare maneuver corresponds to the response _rom an {nltlal offset _th respect
to the terminal condltlons Cl.e., from an Intt!al al_Itude and sink rate).
.'_us, analytlc_ll_, the flare is re_arded as an unforced resoonse from a set of
initial condi:ions to a set of desired conditions at _ouchdown.
In conslderln_ _he pilot control law implications of a second-order
_haracter_s_i¢ response, the first step is to examine the aircraft equations of
_otl_n, especially with respect to altitude. T_e complete longitudinal
fo_ulation (described in Ref. 17) can _e simplified to a second-order, slngle-
_xls perturbation for_:
•" l l ':
"=I _. T._ I ,.32 T_
(12)
"_ere T_2 ts the dominant first-order lag _t_e constan_ between
a pitch-command, _, and _li_ht path _esponse,
and T_ is _he dominant _Irs_-order time :onstan_ assoclated
_l with airspeed response.
I: can be _hown _ha_ for operation at or near maxl=um llft-to-dra_ ratio,
I"T_ l " I_T_ 2 - _/_, _he phu_oid natural frequency squared. In _urn,
-._ " ,_,,..
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It is instructive to note that the airframe-alone ftlsht path Ia$, To-, can
be expressed in CenM of gross weisht, W; speed merSin above st811. _ =_d air
density, o; along udth the confisuratlon-dependant parameters: mtxlnum llft
coefficient, CLusx; trtn 8 area. $; and lift curve slope, CL=j i.e.s
_2 CLu x 'MS'
- (13)
Ts2 g % I.
Thus operatlonally the amount of fllght path lag depetlda on the square root of
gross weight. Hence there is only a small T_2 variation over a normal range of
load Ings.
Inference of Pilot Control Strategy
The approach used to _nfer piloting technique in the landing _aneuver was
_o examine the experimental results for _he difference be_-_een a fitted
dlfferentlal equa¢lon describing the observed closed-loop _otion and a
theoretlcal differential equation describing the known effective _iight path
response of the basic airplane to _hanges _n pitch attitude. ,'The difference,
ass_l_g negligible atmospherlc disturbances, should be the effec_ of _tlot
actions and could be interpreted l_terally as a pilot control law for ptt:h
attttude, i.e.,
h + 2_,FL_FL h + _Z._Lh = 0
Cfttted differential
equation (14)
of landins uneuver)
_inus (Aircraft fl!gh¢_lS_
_ath equation) " "
equals
.2;vL=R" t. I _ h + :,'2 _
'81 Tu2" ,=rl. = _h •
. t' $ (inferred pilot
T_2 control law)
(16)
99
Raarransln$ the result, _ obtain
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or e - - k hh- k_ _ (1_)
_ence the effective control law for pitch attitude should Involve an effective
feedback of height and vertical veloclty. This can be easily seen in graphical
_erms tn Fig. 1l.
The maLn value In the above analysis technique is in gaining an apprecia-
tion For relative magnitudes oF the various pilot and vehicle _eatures at work
£n the landing maneuver. Certain complications and Ilmicat£ons should be rec-
ognized, however.
First there are several of possible "aays for the pilot to exhibit the ef-
fective heisht and vertical velocity feedbacks, k h and k_. In fact t_ere could
be a combination of such alteruative_ at work involving various perceptual
pathvays or means of compensation. Ptgure 32 shone six possible wa_s in which
a vertical velocity equivalent could be established and coupled w_h a helzht
feedback. T_e first assumes direc_ visual perception of vertical velocLtv
either from motion of subtended angular features (e.$., the translation of
features which are transversed _o the direr=ion of flight) or rotaciona_
an_ular _eatures _e,_., the sides of _he runway ahead of _he aircraf_ along :he
direction of f!ight). A second possibility, also visual, would be feedback of
the instantaneous =lisht _at_ an_le "_hich can be de_ec_ed _y _ercelv_n_ the
oft@in or focus of expansion o_ streamers _i.e., =he poin: ac which there is no
relative transverse movement of _round features in _he vertical plane). The
second posslbili=? Is _mportant _or another reason: it can be reinforced b7
_he flight pat_ angle s_'_bol fn a head-uo display. The third and fourth cases
_nvolve the pilot-centered _eneration of a height :lme derivative, i.e., flrst-
order lead compensation. _te chtr_ case represents an unspecified compuca-
_ionaZ process tn combination _lth _he direct visual perception of altitude;
_he fourth, a _eometrtc construct based on a preview distance, Ro, in the
v_sual f_el_ vhere the ptZot is derivin 8 height Information.
A fifth case involves the pilot-centered _eneration of second-order lead
compensation coupled with a first-order lagaed (or deiayed) pitch attitude
comuand. Second-order lead compensation can be _eneraced in the presence o_ a
curvilinear landin$ flare (where the focus of expansion no !onset exists) by
percetvtn8 _he inclination of streamers at a preview dis=ante, _o, In the
visual field uhere the pilot is dertvln$ heisht information. The instantaneous
direction of :ha _light path in the vertical plane in this case is siren by the
_on
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t_o (curvlllnsar) streamers whlch become horlsontal in the left and rlsht
peripheral visual fields. A general mc_lel for this type of visual field
information in horizontal curvillnoar flisht is presented in Rsf. 18. kveral
posslbla sources of lag or delay In establlshla/ s change in the pitch attitude
trAll be discussed mubaequently. Finally, 8 sixth posslblllty m_uld be an ac-
celeration- and/or veloctt_.llke feedback based on vestibular perception of
specific force to reinforce the cclpeneatlon of visual cues fret any one of
cases a throqh • In Fie. 32.
Other compllcatl_ factors involve the presence of addltlonal sources of
lag beyond those assoclated vlth short-tans flAght-peth response (To.) and
lonser-ter_ fllsht-path/alrspeed response (To or Wp). One known source of
sddltlonal Ia$ is the closed-loop response of _Itch attitude follo_rAn8 8 pilot
co_mand. As a rough approxlmation to the net effect, the inverse closed-loop
bandwidth for pitch control, I/__ , can be added to the flight path response
la8, T_. The goodness of thlS k_nd of approximation depends upon the spectral
range o_ interest Crelatlve to I/Ts.7 and wce) and the amount of spectral sep-
aratlon (the approxlmatlon is falrly-good for frequencies at or below I/To2 so
long as _c6 > 3/Ts2).
Another source of la 8 could be in the pilot's deciding to hold or change
the pitch attitude command l_self. If we had atlae history of pitch attitude,
thls effective lag would be manlfested by the degree to whlch the pllot is
aperlodlcally "steppins" pltch attitude during the flare. There are indica-
tions froa other sources (Ref. 19) that pilots _rIll apply an initial step in
attitude to start the flare, pause to see the effect on fllght path, then apply
subsequent atcltude steps. This vould resemble a saapled-da_s process, and the
consequent lag or delay would thus be assoclated wlth the p£1oc's cognlcive and
psychomotor processes in co_msndln8 pitch attitude.
A sunnar_ of the landing model maneuver including the couponents discussed
above is shown in Fig. 33. It wtl1 not be possible _o identify precisely the
various features labeled in ?is. 33 due _o the llmltatlone of the data avail-
able. It _rlll be possible, however, to derive certain insishts based on the
nature of "equlvalen_ system" p_raaeters which lump together the pilot and
vehicle characteristics Just identified. This equivalent syste- model _s
presented In the aaln text of this report under the topic entitled "Flare
_ode 1."
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